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OSHA, a much-criticized agency

Too lenient! (?)
• Inspections too seldom
• Penalties too small
• Lengthy process to adopt new regulations 

compromises worker safety 

Too costly! (?)
• Stifling job creation / job killer
• Increasing labor costs
• Eroding America's competitiveness 
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Challenges evaluating impact of OSHA inspections:

Causality

Most OSHA inspections are not random:
 After accidents and deaths
When employees complain

If accidents/deaths are rare events, outcomes will 
feature mean reversion:
 Problems likely decline after inspections… 

but even without inspections

Our approach
 Examine random inspections and compare to a 

control group.5



Several studies have relied on company logs
 But inspections can lead companies to improve 

logs’ comprehensiveness, increasing reported 
injuries

 This cloaks changes in actual injury rates

Our approach
 Rely on workers’ compensation claims
 Annual number of workers’ comp. claims 
 Annual cost of all workers’ comp. claims

Challenges evaluating impact of OSHA inspections:

Measuring outcomes
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3 data sources

WCIRB
Number of claims

Cost of claims
Occupation classes

Payroll

OSHA IMIS
Inspections

Dun & Bradstreet
Industry

Single-plant
Employment

Sales

Data restrictions
 California 
 Cal/OSHA
 Some high hazard industries (randomization targets)

 Single-plant firms
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Developing a matched sample
Treatments
 Single-plant establishments randomly selected for a 

programmed inspection
 The high-hazard industries that Cal/OSHA targeted for 

random inspection each year

Matched controls
 Find population of single-plant establishments at risk of 

random inspection, but not selected
 Exclude if < 10 employees or recently inspected

 For each treatment, select one control:
 Same industry and region
 Closest size

Result: 409 matched pairs 
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Matching led to a balanced sample of 
very similar treatments and controls 

In the two years before the match year, 
the 409 matched pairs had indistinguishable:
 Sales
 Employment
 Payroll
 Credit scores (D&B PAYDEX, Comprehensive 

Credit  Appraisal)
 Annual number of WC claim
 Annual total cost of WC claims
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Figure S1: Indistinguishable levels
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Figure S2: Indistinguishable trends



Industry distribution of matched sample (Table S2)
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Evaluation model

Did treatments experience a greater decline in 
annual injuries (or injury-related costs) after 
inspections than the controls, examined over the 
same time period?
 Fixed effects regression
 Control for establishment characteristics
 Difference-in-differences approach
 Compares two groups over time
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Randomized inspections reduce annual 
injuries by 9.4%

Persistent
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Randomized inspections reduce annual 
injury costs by 26%

Persistent
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Randomized inspections reduce annual 
injury costs by 26%

Persistent 
effect
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Unanticipated consequences of inspections?

Inspections (and consequences) cause 
interruptions, but are they substantial?
 Sales impact?
 Credit worthiness? 
 Employment, payroll?
 Firm survival?
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Unanticipated consequences of inspections?
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Unanticipated consequences of inspections?
No difference in employment, payroll, sales (Table 2)
 Tight confidence intervals enable us to rule out that 

inspections caused big declines of employment or payroll

No difference in credit ratings (Table S8)
 Late bills, etc. more sensitive to financial burden than firm 

death
 Two D&B metrics of financial distress: PAYDEX & CCA

No difference in firm survival (Table S7)
 Approx. 5% of treatments and of controls died
Difference not statistically significant
Result robust to survival regressions
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Summary of results

Evidence of intended results
 Annual injuries reduced by 9.4%
 Annual injury costs reduced by 26%

No evidence of unintended consequences
 Sales impact
 Credit worthiness
 Employment, payroll
 Firm survival
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Our future research in this domain

Do random inspections have spillover effects? 
1. Spillover within facilities: 

bolster compliance with EPA regulations?

2. Spillover within a multi-plant firm: 
increase safety at corporate siblings?

3. Spillover within neighborhoods: 
increase safety at neighboring facilities?

Your ideas? 
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Thank you!

Prof. Michael Toffel
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Morgan Hall 497
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